
Seascapes – by Kathy Kay 

Most of the information below is applicable to any type of land or seascape. 

1. Plan

A) Find the right location - learn to know your site

1. Find the right spot and location before you do your shoot. Determine whether this site would

best suit a low or high tide. Find your foreground interest, focal point and/or leading lines.

B) Plan to photograph during the ‘golden hour’.

C) Find out the weather/tides/sun direction

1. Plan your photography according to the weather

2. Use a local tide table to determine the tides and whether or not the tides are out-going or in-

coming.

D) If out before sunrise, pack your equipment the night before

2. Be careful

A) You will be out before sunrise or after sunset so make sure you are safe.

B) Look after your equipment. Salt water and sand get in everywhere. Keep your equipment dry

and be sure to dust/dry off camera and lenses when you get home. Rinse the salt water off your

tripod legs and spray with Q20.



 

 

 
 

C) Look after your eyes. Don’t look directly at the sun through your viewfinder. 

D) Don’t turn your back on the sea. 

 

3. Equipment 

 

A) You must use a tripod. You will be photographing in low light, usually with a slow shutter 

speed, so to ensure that your images are pin sharp, use a sturdy, reliable tripod. 

B) Use a wide angle lens. 

C) To ensure correct exposure, consider using filters. 

1 - Use a polarizer. This adds richer, more vivid colour (darker, bluer skies and more 

saturated colours) and cuts out reflections especially in water or on rocks. 

2 - Use a graduated neutral density filter. (Your camera will either expose for the 

ground or the sky and an ND Grad filter cuts out the brightness of the sky so that the sky is not 

over exposed.  

 
3 - An EV filter to protect your lens. (sunglasses for your camera) 



 

 

D) Keep your lens hood screwed on. This will help prevent lens flare and also protects your 

lens.  

E) Use a remote release. For pin sharp images, a remote release helps prevent camera shake. 

 
 

F) If you don’t have a remote release, use the timer on your camera. 

 

4 What produces results? 

 

A) Composition 

 1. Look for leading lines,  

 2. Strong foreground interest.  

3. Focal point. Don’t be put off by bad weather. This can result in some really dramatic 

skies. 

 4. Rules of third. Horizon can be on the lower, or the upper third. 

 5. Ensure your horizon is straight. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

B) Master the light 

 1. The direction and quality of light affects every scene. 

 2. Be there before the sun rises and stay a while after the sun sets. 

 3. Direction of light- 

 a) Into the sun - backlight throws much of the scene into shadows. Expose for the brightest part 

and you get a silhouette. 

 

 
 

 Expose for the darkest part and you get a lighter more softly lit image. 

b) Sun behind you - most even illumination. The shadows are hidden, with not much texture, 

but the colours are vibrant. 

c) Sun from the side - creates dramatic results, illuminates some surfaces and throwing others 

into shadow. Reveals texture and form. 

 

C) Camera settings 

It is important to obtain a good depth of field, with the image being sharp throughout. 

 1. Set your camera on Aperture priority use a high f-stop. (gen between f11 - f16 for the 

best sharpness). 

 2. Use a low ISO for the sharpest, smoothest shots possible. 

 3) Shoot in raw to enable more editing control. 

 4) Set your white balance. At sunrise or sunset, ‘cloudy’ results in a warm image. 

 5) If you want to blur the waves/water/clouds/leaves etc set the f-stop as high as possible 

and use an ND grad filter.  



 

 

 
 6. If you are still not satisfied, try ‘landscape’ mode in your camera settings.  

 

D) Exposure/focus 

In general, focus 1/3 way in. Hold the button down, re-compose, press shutter.  

E) Move. Don’t stay in the first spot you find. Move around and consider other positions and 

angles. Move any distracting objects i.e. litter out of the way. 

 

F) Try black and white 

 
G) Try portrait format 

H) Practice, practice, practice 

 

Most importantly of all, have fun 

 

Kathy Kay 

 

 


